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Knife Cold Steel Rajah II
Category:

Product ID: 62JL
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Price: 148.00 EUR
Availability: In stock
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Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and
other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of
best available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by
company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's
products include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords,
machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and
other martial arts–related items.
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See it in our store.
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Product parameters:
• Blade length: 15,2 cm
• Total length: 35,6 cm
• Weight: 380 g
• Blade thickness: 4,8 mm
• Steel: AUS 10A
• Handle length: 20,3 cm
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A good Kukri, with its broad heavy duty blade, is a true power - able to cut, chop, slice and shear through even the
toughest targets. An outstanding multi-purpose tool that can put in exceptional work, as well as serve as a truly
devastating weapon during wartime or in a last ditch self-defense situation.
Inspired by this legacy of excellence, custom knife maker Andrew Demko developed our Rajah - a series of true folding
Kukris that have proven to be instant classics! Available in two sizes, and exhibiting many of the best Kukri-like
characteristics, their unique blade shape presents their thin, flat ground edges at just the right angle so they naturally
bite deep, making cuts that way exceed other knives of the same size and weight.
The Rajah handle also shares similar lines with traditional Kukris, with the addition of strategically placed curves and
finger grooves for optimum grip and control.
To counter the incredible impact forces generated by chopping strokes, we have equipped the Rajah series of folders with
our world renowned Tri Ad locking mechanism, which has proven itself again and again to be virtually impervious to
shock.
Carry the Rajah series as you would any folder, using the clip to attach it to any reasonably sized pocket or clip it in your
waistband. In an emergency all you have to do is grab it and open it in the conventional manner or snag its unique
patented thumb plate on the edge of a pocket and snap it open with lightning speed.
So try our Rajah series today and experience for yourself the power of a Kukri that can fit in your pocket!

Movie: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZslOb1pdYY
Movie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qk2M_g5_Unc
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